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The real-time face detector is an essential part of many appli-
cations in, for examples, intelligent human-machine interactive 
systems, video surveillance, video conferencing, and multimedia 
indexing and retrieval. This thesis proposes a two-stage, feature-
based approach to face detection in grayscale images, which is 
suitable for real-time implementation. 
The proposed detector can detect in-plane rotated human 
faces in uncontrolled backgrounds. In the first stage, the Canny 
edges of an image are turned into smooth curves, and then 
merged to form ellipses. This avoids the necessity of exhaustive 
searches in the image pyramid that are needed in many present 
methods. In the second stage, the detector locates a box of fa-
cial features in each face candidate ellipse, conditions and then 
binarizes its contents, and then searches for eye-mouth triangles 
in the binarized box. A face detection occurs when a positioned 
eye-mouth triangle matches a reference face model, which also 
gives the facial feature locations. Experimental results are pro-
vided to illustrate the performance of this new detector. Possible 
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Face detection is easy for humans but difficult for computers. 
Machine face detection has received increasing attention lately 
due to the many potential applications in, for examples, intelli-
gent human-machine interactivity, video surveillance, video con-
ferencing, content-based video coding, and multimedia indexing 
and retrieval. A l l of these require automatic and sometimes 
real-time face detection. 
Different applications provide different sources of informa-
t ion for face detection. For example, in conventional fixed-lens 
surveillance systems, since the background is often unchanged, 
simply subtracting the reference background produces the region 
of interest for face detection. 
I f the background is uncontrolled, face detection in video or 
image sequences can use the motion information, for example, 
optical flow [1, 2] and spatiotemporal gradient [3], to help locate 
the faces. 
Face detection in color images has similar advantages. A 
spectrographic analysis shows that the face skin pixels are usu-
ally clustered in a color space. Thus a skin-color segmentation 
can isolate faces from the background, or, at least, greatly re-
duce the amount of information which must be processed during 
the successive stages [4, 5，6, 7]. The color information of hair 
8] and facial features [2, 9] can also be used to detect faces in 
1 
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color images. 
I f both the motion and color information are available, they 
can be combined to achieve a better performance of detection 
2, 10]. In the application level, any control on the background 
or the i l lumination condition, or any restriction on the number, 
pose or facial expression of the face can further simplify the face 
detection problem. 
In some applications, the motion and color information are 
not available. Most of the surveillance cameras nowadays in-
stalled in shops, banks and airports are sti l l grayscale cameras 
due to the lower cost. An extensible image retrieval system must 
also include grayscale images. To avoid any a priori constraint 
or extra demand on information, this research aims at detecting 
human faces at the elementary level of source - grayscale images. 
1.1 Previous work 
Early efforts on face detection [11, 12] assumed a typical pass-
port photograph scenario - plain background and frontal face. 
The growth of research interest remains stagnant unt i l the 1990's 
•13]，when practical face recognition and video coding systems 
started to become a reality. 
Due to the demand in the rapidly growing computer vision 
and multimedia technologies, efficient face detection in sti l l im-
ages and videos becomes important. Over the past fifteen years, 
a wide variety of techniques for face detection have been pro-
posed [14, 15], ranging from low-level information (edges, color, 
motion, etc.) analysis to composite approaches using pattern 
recognition methods. Among them, the techniques working on 
sti l l grayscale images are often outperformed by those that de-
tect faces in color images or video or image sequences. The lat-
ter have higher accuracy and speed, and can detect rotated and 
multiple-view faces. This is because color and motion provide 
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more information for detection. 
According to the different approaches to uti l izing face knowl-
edge, the face detection techniques working on grayscale im-
ages could be broadly classified into two categories. In the first 
category, face detection is considered as a general recognition 
problem and face knowledge is incorporated impl ic i t ly into the 
system through mapping and training schemes. Since learning 
algorithms are often required in these approaches, we name them 
as Learning-based approaches. In the other category, learning is 
not required and the face knowledge is used explicit ly where the 
low level features are derived prior to knowledge-based analysis. 
Since the features are the main ingredients in these approaches, 
we name them as Feature-based approaches. 
1.1.1 Learn ing-based approaches 
Most learning-based approaches rely on techniques from statis-
t ical analysis and machine learning to find the relevant char-
acteristics of face and nonface. Some representative techniques 
include Distribution-based Models [16], Mixture of Linear Sub-
spaces [17], Sparse Network of Winnows (SNoW) [18], Naive 
Bayes Classifier [19, 20], Neural Networks [21, 22, 23], Sup-
port Vector Machines (SVM) [24，25] and Boosting Algorithms 
25，26, 27，28, 29]. 
Despite a variety of techniques, the learning-based approaches 
share two common properties: 
1. To account for the positional and scale variations of faces 
in the images, the detectors always search the image pyramid 
exhaustively to produce sub-windows as face candidates for clas-
sification. 
2. Models (e.g. face models and facial features models) are 
learned from a set of training images which should capture the 
representative variabil ity of facial appearances. These learned 
/ 
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Figure 1.1: A system diagram which contains an image pyramid 
models are then used for detection. Exhaustive search in the 
image pyramid produces a very large number of sub-windows. 
As in the system of [21], for each step in the pyramid, the input 
image is scaled down by a factor of 1.2 and scanned by a 20x20 
pixel window at every pixel position (see Figure 1.1 [21]). On 
a test set that contains 130 images and 507 frontal faces, this 
system needs to examine over 83 mill ion 20x20 pixel windows. 
To speed up the classification process on all the sub-windows, 
20] used a coarse-to-fine strategy where the likelihood ratio of 
each sub-window containing the face was first evaluated at a low 
resolution and only those promising candidates are evaluated at 
higher resolutions. 
H B E C y f l 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 1.2: Four basic Haar-like features. 
Haar-like features are widely used in the learning-based ap-
proaches. The four basic Haar-like features, as shown in Figure 
1.2 [26], are computed by the mean value difference between pix-
els in black rectangles and pixels in the gray rectangles. They 
I 
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are sensitive to horizonal and vertical variations and are critical 
to capture upright frontal face appearance. 
_ ~ I F F T I 
_ , 了 丁 4 
\ x , y ) i3 14 
(a) (b) 
Figure 1.3: The integral image. 
The "integral image", first introduced in [26], is an intermedi-
ate representation of image which allows the Haar-like features 
to be computed very quickly. As shown in Figure 1.3(a), the 
value of the integral image ii{x, y) at point (x, y) is the sum of 
all the pixels above and to the left. Then the sum of the pixels 
in rectangle D in Figure 1.3(b) can be computed as n (4 )+n ( l ) -
ii�-ii�,which means any rectangular sum can be computed 
in four references in the integral image. 
Based on the integral image, a simple and efficient classifier 
can be buil t at the early stage using the AdaBoost learning 
algorithm [30] to select a small number of Haar-like features from 
a very large set of potential features. For example, [27] selected 
2 from a total of 160,000 features where the sub-window size 
is 24x24. W i t h very few operations (about 60 microprocessor 
instructions) on the integral image, this two-feature classifier 
can significantly reduce the number of sub-windows that need 
further processing while detecting almost all positive instances 
(detect 100% of the faces wi th a false alarm rate of 50%). 
To detect the rotational and multi-view faces, pose estima-
I 
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Figure 1.4: Three sets of new Haar-like features used for pose estimation. 
t ion methods based on more Haar-like features (see Figure 1.4 
25]) are used in [25] and [29] recently. W i t h the help of the 
integral image, these pose estimation methods are much less 
computational expensive than some earlier attempts where a 
pose estimator is separately trained to rotate the sub-window 
to an upright position [21] or the face/nonface classification is 
directly processed on each rotated version of the sub-windows 
31；. 
Table 1.1: Some common test sets for face detection. 
Data Set Description 
MIT Database Faces of 16 people, 27 of each person under various 
illumination conditions, scales and head orientation. 
MIT+CMU 130 grayscale images with a total of 507 frontal faces. 
Test Set 
CMU Profile 208 grayscale images with faces in profile views. 
Face Test Set 
Performance evaluation on learning-based approaches is fea-
sible because most of these approaches were tested on some com-
mon test sets or part of them (see Table 1.1 [15]). Some represen-
tative performance evaluations can be found in [14, 15, 25, 29 . 
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Figure 1.5: The ROC curves of some learning-based approaches. 
Recently, R. Xiao et al. [25] compared their detector w i th some 
other learning-based ones by the Receiver Operating Character-
istic (ROC) curves (see Figure 1.5), where Xiao's detector can 
achieve a detection rate of over 88% w i th 26 false alarms. 
1.1.2 Feature-based approaches 
Feature-based approaches exploit the apparent properties of the 
face such as shape and face geometry at different system levels. 
Two most recent surveys on face detection ([14] in 2001 and 
15] in 2002) described many different techniques involved in 
feature-based approaches. We summarize some of them below. 
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Low-level Analysis (on edges [32], gray information [33, 34], and 
generalized measures [35]) 
The face detection method in [32] is based on the shape informa-
t ion of the face contour only. Histogram equalization is used to 
improve the contrast of the input image before edge detection. 
The edges are linked and then the edge directions are matched 
wi th those of an upright elliptical ring template. For each set 
of template parameters, an evaluation score is defined for the 
edge points lying on the ellipse ring. The parameter set w i th 
the largest score is chosen as the detection of the face. This 
method can detect a single face wi th a small rotation angle (or 
multiple faces if the number of faces is known) in the image. 
Yang and Huang [33] explore the grayscale behavior of faces 
in mosaic images. Based on the observation that the face re-
gion wi l l become uniform when the resolution of a face image is 
reduced gradually, Yang proposed a hierarchical face detection 
framework. Starting at low resolution images, face candidates 
are established by a set of rules that search for uniform regions. 
The face candidates are then verified by the existence of promi-
nent facial features at higher resolutions. The technique of Yang 
and Huang was incorporated into a system for rotation invariant 
face detection by Lv et al. [34] where the local orientation of 
gradients was analyzed to find the face principal axis. 
Reisfeld and Yeshurun [35] introduced a generalized symme-
t ry operator that is based on edge pixel operation. The sym-
metry measure assigns a symmetry magnitude at every pixel 
location in an image based on the contributions of surround-
ing pixels. Since facial features are symmetrical in nature, the 
symmetry magnitudes at the corresponding locations are high. 
Hence a geometric analysis on the local maxima gives the de-
tection of a single face in the image. 
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Active Shape Models (active contour or snakes [36], and deformable 
templates [37]) 
Gunn and Nixon [36] introduced a parameterized snake model 
for face and head boundary extraction. The model consists of 
dual integrated snakes, one expanding from with in the face and 
the other shrinking from outside the head boundary. The evo-
lut ion of a snake is achieved by minimizing an energy function. 
Gunn and Nixon make the energy function sensitive to the image 
gradient so that the snake is convergent toward edge locations. 
This method can detect a single face in the image but the dual 
snakes need to be initialized in the proximity of the face contour. 
Yuille et al. [37] used deformable templates to model facial 
features that fit an a priori elastic model to facial features (e.g. 
eyes). In this approach, facial features are described by param-
eterized templates. An energy function is defined to link edges, 
peaks, and valleys in the input image to corresponding parame-
ters in the templates. The best fit of the elastic model is found 
by minimizing an energy function of the parameters and this 
gives the detection of a single face in the input image. 
Feature Searching [38 
The facial feature extraction algorithm by De Silva et al. [38 
starts by hypothesizing the top of a head and then a searching 
algorithm scans downward to find an eye-plane which appears 
to have a sudden increase in edge densities. A flexible facial 
template covering features such as the eyes and the mouth is ini-
tialized on the input image based on the length between the top 
and the eye-plane. The flexible template is then adjusted to the 
final feature positions according to a fine-tuning algorithm that 
employs an edge-based cost function. This method can detect 
quasi-frontal head and shoulder faces on a plain background. 
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Constellation Analysis [39，40 
Yow and Cipolla's [39] algorithm detects feature points from 
the image using spatial filters and groups them into face candi-
dates using geometric and gray level constraints. A probabilistic 
framework is then used to reinforce probabilities and to evalu-
ate the likelihood of the candidate as a face. The algorithm 
is able to cope wi th small variations in scale, orientation, and 
viewpoint. A 92% detection rate in 100 lab scene images was 
reported. 
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Figure 1.6: Intermediate steps of Maio and Maltoni's system. 
In the system of Maio and Maltoni [40], the input images 
are converted to a directional image using a gradient-type oper-
ator over local windows (7x7 pixels) and a generalized Hough 
transform is used to generate face candidates by searching for 
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Figure 1.7: 12 templates used in Maio and Maltoni's system. 
ellipses in the directional image (see Figure 1.6). The face candi-
dates are then verified by 12 binary templates representing face 
constellations (see Figure 1.7). Maio and Maltoni report cor-
rect detection in 69 out of 70 test images w i th no false alarms, 
where the test images consist of near upright-frontal single faces 
of varying sizes w i th complex backgrounds. By efficient imple-
mentation and design considerations, the system can function 
in real-time (about 13 frames per second). 
As there is no significant additional recent research that is feature-
based, we summarize on the conclusions drawn in the two survey 
papers. 
• Face detection by explicit modelling of facial features has 
difficulties due to the unpredictabil ity of face appearance 
and environmental conditions (in contrast to the learning-
based approaches which formulate the problem as one of 
learning to recognize a face pattern from examples, so that 
the specific application of face knowledge is avoided). 
• Feature-based approaches are designed mainly for face lo-
calization (single face detection), and most are st i l l l imited 
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to head and shoulder and quasi-frontal faces. 
• The feature-based approaches are often tested on different 
data sets, making it difficult to have fair comparisons. 
• Of the feature-based approaches for grayscale static im-
ages, the Maio and Maltoni's [40] algorithm seems the most 
promising, showing good detection results and high compu-
tational efficiency [14 . 
• The learning-based approaches outperform the feature-based 
ones in terms of robustness. (The most recently proposed 
learning-based approaches [25, 28, 29] are also efficient.) 
• "However, since an exhaustive window scanning in the im-
age pyramid is not always preferable, feature-hased methods 
can provide visual cues to focus attention. ” quoting [14 . 
1.2 Thesis objective 
In the literature, three recently developed learning-based ap-
proaches [25, 28, 29] based on Haar-like features and Boosting 
Algorithms reported real-time detection of multi-view faces in 
single grayscale image wi th promising accuracy. However, there 
are two factors that may cause deficiencies in these learning-
based approaches. 
1. The detection begins wi th an exhaustive search in the image 
pyramid and relies on the content in the rectangular sub-
windows. As a result, some naturally occurring "nonface" 
patterns (see Figure 1.8 [16]) can be classified as faces. 
2. The long training time is usually ignored, but i t may be im-
portant for real-time applications that require online train-
ing on different data sets [15:. 
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Figure 1.8: An example of a naturally occurring "nonface" pattern that 
resembles a face. Left: Viewed in isolation. Right: Viewed in the context of 
its environment. 
To compensate for the first deficiency, we utilize the shape 
information of face contour. On the other hand, we only use 
feature-based approaches and avoid any training process. 
The previous feature-based approaches using shape informa-
t ion (e.g. [32] and the Maio and Maltoni's [40] algorithm) have 
problems in detecting multiple rotated faces, while the only 
feature-based approach in the literature that can detect mul-
tiple rotated human faces [34] (the system should be able to 
detect multiple faces though it is not clearly reported) ignored 
the shape information of face contour, so that i t sti l l has the 
first deficiency. 
In this thesis, we propose a feature-based face detector which 
can detect multiple rotated frontal faces in grayscale images. I t 
is also computationally efficient and suitable for real-time im-
plementation. We wi l l test the proposed detector on the images 
from the common test sets in Table 1.1 for easy evaluation. 
1.3 The proposed detector 
A new face detector is proposed which locates frontal views of 
human faces wi th arbitrary in-plane rotations in complex scenes. 
Figure 1.9 shows the overview of the proposed detector. In the 
first stage, the detector locates the face candidates by an edge 
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Figure 1.9: Overview of the proposed detector 
merging and ellipse fitting algorithm. The algorithm utilizes the 
shape information of face contour by conditioning Canny edges 
of the input image, hence avoiding the exhaustive searches in 
the image pyramid. In the second stage, the detector verifies 
each ellipse-localized face candidate by comparing the face box 
that contains only the facial features to a binary deformable face 
model. To cover the case that the whole image is one human 
face without silhouette, the whole input image is always first 
tested by the second stage. The facial features are located once 
the face is detected, thus facilitating further analysis such as 
face recognition and facial expression recognition. 
Since both the edge merging and the face verification process 
can be done in parallel, and due to simplicity at the algorithm 
level, this detector has a high potential for real-time implemen-
tation. 
1.4 Thesis outline 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: 
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Chapter 2 describes the edge merging algorithm and Chapter 
3 the face verifier. 
Chapter 4 provides the experimental results to illustrate the 
performance of the detector. 
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Chapter 5. 
• E n d of chapter . 
Chapter 2 
The Edge Merging Algorithm 
A novel edge merging algorithm is proposed as the first stage of 
the detector to locate face candidates by conditioning the Canny 
edge map of the input image and utilizing the shape information 
of face contour. The algorithm consists of four steps: 
1. Edge detection - detects the Canny edges of the input image 
to get the edge map. 
2. Edge breaking - breaks the edges by eliminating the crosses 
and the corners in the edge map to get the smooth curves. 
3. Curve merging - merges the smooth curves to form the 
ellipse-like curves. 
4. Ellipse f i t t ing - fits the merged curves wi th ellipses to get 
the location parameters of face candidates. 
2.1 Edge detection 
For an image wi th complex and uncontrolled background, ap-
plying global contrast improvements (such as lighting correction 
and histogram equalization) on the whole image does not nec-
essarily help detect the edges that belong to the face contours. 
16 
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Here, we apply Canny edge detection directly to the original in-
put image because it detects weak edges that are connected to 
the strong ones, hence is less sensitive to noise. 
The Canny edge detection method [41] finds edges by looking 
for local maxima of the gradient of the input image. The gradi-
ent is calculated using the derivatives (along x- and y-axis) of a 
2D Gaussian filter. The filter size is selected to omit responses 
smaller than 10一4. The standard deviation of the filter is 1 so 
that the filter size is 9 by 9. 
The method uses two thresholds to detect strong and weak 
edges. The high threshold THhigh is selected so that only 30% of 
the pixels in the image have higher gradient magnitudes than the 
value of The low threshold is OAxTEhigh. The 
local maxima of the gradient magnitudes larger than TH^igh are 
the strong edges and are set to be 1 in the output edge map. 
Those between TH/哪 and THhigh are also included in the output 
if they are 8-connected to the strong edges. 
Figure 2.1 shows the edge maps of the image "Lena", detected 
by the Sobel method, the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) method, 
and the Canny method respectively. We can observe that, by 
l inking the weak edges to the strong ones, the Canny edge map 
is relatively complete and continuous, thus providing sufficient 
information for locating the face (or head) contours. This is the 
reason for choosing the Canny edge detector in the proposed 
face detector. In most cases, the setting of providing 30% strong 
edges works well. 
Because the Canny edges are detected by only considering 
the intensity differences, in many cases, the edges belonging to a 
face contour are connected to the edges of another face contour, 
some facial features, or the cluttered background. We need to 
break these false connections to provide the isolated face contour 
curves. 
、 
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Figure 2.1: Compare the Canny method with other edge detection methods, 
(a) the original image (b) Sobel edges (c) LoG edges (d) Canny edges 
2.2 Edge breaking 
Human face and head contours are not self-intersecting but 
smooth. Based on this observation, we break the false con-
nections by eliminating the crosses and the corners in the edge 
map. 
Figure 2.2 shows the image "castl" in the CMU Rotated Test 
Set and its Canny edge map. Consider the two edges in bold 
blue, where the left one contains a cross (in the red rectangle) 
and three corners (in the red circles) while the right one contains 
• f • 
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two corners. Clearly, the crosses and the corners are the false 
connections. 
2.2.1 Cross de tec t ion 
The Canny edges are thinned edges so that they are one pixel 
wide. For each pixel in a non-intersecting edge, its number of 
neighbors (in 8-connectivity) must be either one (for the end-
point of the edge) or two (for the pixels that are not the end-
point). Therefore, the crosses can be easily detected by search-
ing for the edge pixels that have more than two neighbors. We 
eliminate the crosses by setting them to be 0 in the edge map. 
2.2.2 Corne r de tec t ion 
After breaking the crosses, the remaining curves in the edge 
map are not furcate and can be represented by the chain codes 
42]. Associated wi th eight possible directions, the chain codes 
are defined as shown in Figure 2.3(a), where x is the current 
curve pixel position. Each code can be considered as the angular 
direction that we must move to go from one curve pixel to the 
next, in multiples of 7r/4. Starting from the pixel in dark, the 
chain code representation of the curve in Figure 2.3(b) is {0，1， 
1，2，2, 3, 4’ 4，5, 6，7}. 
3 2 - - H P ^ ^ J U - I 
4 x 0 二 ^ ^z 
5 6 7 V V 
Figure 2.3: (a) Definition of the chain codes (b) A curve that can be repre-
sented as chain codes 
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Figure 2.4: Example of corner detection 
The curve changes its direction when there is a change be-
tween consecutive chain codes, so the corners can be detected by 
analyzing the chain codes. Consider the blue curve in Figure 2.4 
which has two corners. We represent this curve in chain codes 
(starting from the circled pixel), as shown in Figure 2.5(a). Fig-
ure 2.5(b) shows the difference of the consecutive chain codes 
(chain code difference), which indicates the direction change of 
the curve at each pixel. Therefore, the cumulative sum of the 
chain code difference, as shown in Figure 2.5(c), indicates the 
cumulative direction change of the curve. We can observe that 
the curve turns smoothly in the counter-clockwise direction if its 
cumulative direction change is gently increasing, and vice versa. 
Also, a corner occurs if there is a sudden climb or drop in the 
cumulative direction change. 
To remove the effects caused by the quantization noise, we 
average the cumulative sum of the chain code difference on ev-
ery 5 pixels to get the smoothed cumulative direction change, as 
shown in 2.5(d). The sudden climbs or drops in the smoothed 
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Figure 2.5: Analyze the chain codes, from top to down: (a) chain codes, 
(b) chain code difference, (c) cumulative sum of chain code difference, (d) 
averaging (c) on every 5 pixels, (e) difference of (d) at every 5 pixels. 
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cumulative direction change correspond to the peaks or the val-
leys in Figure 2.5(e), which is the difference of (d) at every 5 
pixels. The positions of the two local minima in Figure 2.5(e) 
(as indicated by the red vertical line) correspond to the two cor-
ners in the curve (as indicated by the red crosses in Figure 2.4). 
Therefore the corners are detected by thresholding (at ±0.7) 
and then finding the local maxima or minima. This threshold 
can be set between 0.5 to 0.7. Here we choose 0.7 to eliminate 
most shape corners without further breaking down the edges. 
We do not detect the corners in the relatively short (<5 pix-
els) curves. After eliminating the corners in the whole edge map, 
we remove the short curves and sort each remaining curve in the 
counter-clockwise order. 
2.3 Curve merging 
After eliminating the crosses and the corners in the edge map, 
we obtain only the smooth curves. Figure 2.6 shows the smooth 
curves remaining in the edge map of the image "castl" . Some 
of the smooth curves belong to the face contours while others do 
not. I t is impossible to directly classify these curves. However, 
since a human face contour is near elliptical, we t ry merging the 
curves which can form ellipses to locate the face contours. 
The curvature of a curve is defined as 47rA/P^, where A is 
the area bounded by the curve and the line joining its endpoints, 
and P is the perimeter of this area. The value of curvature varies 
from 0 (straight lines) to 1 (circles). 
The curve merging process begins wi th the long curves whose 
curvature exceed a predefined threshold (0.05)，and continues in 
the following way: 
• Define the search region for the current curve. 
« 
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Figure 2.6: The smooth curves remaining in the edge map of "castl" 
• For each candidate curve in the search region, a cost is 
assigned for merging i t w i th the current curve. 
• Merge w i th the candidate curve that has the lowest cost by 
directly l inking the corresponding endpoints. 
• Define the new search region and start the next iteration. 
• I f there is no candidate curve in the search region that 
can increase the curvature, or the lowest cost exceeds a 
predefined threshold, the merging process terminates. 
The candidate curves w i th small curvatures (< 0.05) are 
treated as "straight lines"，and they could be merged wi th the 
current curve in either the counter-clockwise or clockwise direc-
t ion. Since the curve merging process wi l l not be applied on the 
"straight lines", the definition of "straight line" can be relaxed 
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by increasing the threshold up to 0.15 to merge more curves. In 
our experiments, we choose 0.05. 
Curve merging fails when the curvature of the merged curve 
is too small (i.e. < 0.8). A merged curve is also discarded if the 
length of the linkage exceeds 50% of the curve length. 
2.3.1 T h e search reg ion 
In each iteration of the curve merging process, a search region, 
as indicated by the white regions in Figure 2.7, is determined 
according to the length L, the curvature c, and the directions at 
both endpoints of the current curve. 
As shown in Figure 2.7, we determine the search region in 
the following steps: 
• In both cases, the direction at an endpoint is approximated 
as the direction of the line joining the endpoint (point 1 or 
2) and the m- th pixel away from the endpoint (point 3 or 
4)’ where m is the integer of rounding L/(2 + 2c) towards 
infinity. 
• In both cases, point 10 is the intersection of the line joining 
points 1 and 3, and the line joining points 2 and 4. 
• I f point 10 is on the same side of the line joining the end-
points as the whole curve, i t falls into the 1st case as shown 
in Figure 2.7(a). 
- D e f i n e a search range, r = L/{1 + c), so that point 7 is 
obtained by extending from one of the endpoints (point 
1), in the direction of the endpoint, to the distance of 
r. Similarly, point 8 is obtained by extending from the 
other endpoint (point 2). 
- P o i n t 5 is the midpoint of the line joining two end-
points, and point 6 is the midpoint of the current curve. 
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Figure 2.7: The search region - two cases in (a) and (b) 
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—Point 9 is obtained by extending from point 5, in the di-
rection of the line joining point 5 and 6, to the distance 
of 1.5r. 
—The search region in this case is a pentagon wi th points 
1, 7，9, 8 and 2 as its vertices. 
• I f i t is the 2nd case, the search region, as shown in Figure 
2.7(b), is a triangle w i th points 1, 2 and 10 as its vertices. 
A candidate curve is considered for merging with the current 
curve if i t is shorter than the current curve and more than half 
of its pixels are inside the search region. As the curvature of a 
curve increases, the size of the search region decreases. Thus, 
as the merging process goes on, the number of curves to be 
analyzed decreases rapidly. 
2.3.2 T h e m e r g i n g cost f unc t i on 
To merge w i th the best curve in each iteration, a cost function 
is defined so that each candidate curve is assigned wi th a cost 
and the best curve is the one wi th the lowest cost. 
/ . 
curvei \ s y^urveg 
ti 
Figure 2.8: An example of merging, curvei is the current curve and curve? is 
a candidate curve 
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Since the curves are all sorted in the counter-clockwise order, 
we can determine where to merge two curves by comparing two 
distances. As shown in Figure 2.8, curvei is the current curve 
and curve2 is a candidate curve. Si and S2 are the starts of the 
two curves while t i and t2 are the ends. As the distance between 
t i and S2 is shorter than the distance between Si and t2, we only 
t r y merging the two curves at t i and S2. 
In Figure 2.8，the red dash lines indicate the endpoint direc-
tions of t i and S2 respectively. The green solid line is the line 
jo ining t i and S2. The angles between the red dash lines and 
the green solid line are Oi and O2 respectively. We define the 
direction difference, ddf, of t i and S2 as the larger of Oi and O2 
( in radian), that is, 
ddf{ti, S2) = max{Oi^ 62) 
The direction difference of t i and S2 reflects the unevenness 
of merging at these two endpoints, i.e. the merging at t i and 
S2 is uneven when ddf{ti^ S2) is large and vice versa. As we 
do not wish to merge two endpoints if their distance is long or 
the length of the candidate curve (curve?) is short, we define 
unevenness as 
unevenness = ddf{ti^ S2)————-
L2 
where L2 is the length of curve2 and ||ti — S2\\ is the Euclidean 
distance of the two endpoints. 
On the other hand, the direction difference of the endpoints 
of a curve reflects the degree of convergence of this curve from 
a completely merged one, i.e. when the direction difference of 
the endpoints is smaller, the curve resembles more a complete 
curve. As shown in Figure 2.9, curves is the intermediate merged 
curve obtained by merging curvei and curve2 in Figure 2.8. I t 
starts f rom the start of curvei (si) and terminates at the end 
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Figure 2.9: Before and after merging, curvei is the original curve and curves 
is the intermediate merged curve by merging curvei and curve? in Figure 2.8 
of curve2 (t2). We measure the direction differences of the end-
points of curvei, ddf(ti, si) , and that of curves, ddf{t2, si). The 
divergency of this merging can be defined as 
divergency = ^！、:;, ^义 
The tota l merging cost is defined based on the unevenness 
and the divergency. We observe from the experiment that un-
evenness is more expensive than divergency when the curvature 
of the current curve is small (at the earlier stages of merging), 
and vice versa. Therefore, we define the total cost by weighting 
the two terms and then averaging: 
, (2 — ci) X unevenness + ci x divergency 
cost = — 
2 
where ci is the curvature of the current curve (curvei). 
In each iteration of curve merging, the candidate curve in the 
search region that has the lowest cost is merged wi th the current 
curve by directly l inking the corresponding endpoints, such as 
t i and S2 in Figure 2.8. The curve merging process terminates 
i f the lowest cost exceeds 2. Figure 2.10 shows a sample curve 
merging process on the smooth curves of the image "castl，，. 
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Figure 2.10: A sample curve merging process 
2.4 Ellipse fitting 
The merged curves are fitted by ellipses for two reasons: 
1. Faces are generally elliptical. Thus we fit the merged curves 
by ellipses and only those wi th small f i t t ing errors are taken 
to be the face candidates. Figure 2.11 shows a merged curve 
that has a large f i t t ing error and its fitted ellipse. 
2. Rather than storing all the coordinates of the pixels of the 
merged curve, ellipse f i t t ing can greatly reduce the data 
storage, since only 5 parameters (2 for ellipse center, 1 for 
major axis, 1 for minor axis and 1 for rotation angle) are 
needed to determine a face candidate. 
We use the algebraic ellipse fitting method [43] to fit the 
merged curves w i th ellipses in the following way. 
• Represent an ellipse in the x-y plane as: 
F[B, u) = Bu = ax^ + hxy + q/2 + cb + q/ + / 
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Figure 2.11: A merged curve that has a large fitting error and its fitted ellipse 
where B — [x'^ xy y^ x y and u = [a b c d e /]『are the 
parameters of the ellipse. 
• F{Bi,u) = d is called the "algebraic distance" of a point 
{xi, Ui) to the ellipse F{B, u) = 0. 
• Solve the constrained least square problem to minimize d, 
i.e. \\Bu\\ = min subject to \\u\\ = 1. 
• Calculate the ellipse parameters from u. 
Fi t t ing error is calculated as the average of the smallest Eu-
clidean distance of each point to the fitted ellipse. We normalize 
the f i t t ing error by y/a^ + b\ where a and b are lengths of the 
major and minor axis, to allow the longer curves to have larger 
f i t t ing errors. A n ellipse is discarded if its normalized f i t t ing 
error exceeds a predefined threshold. We found this threshold 
can be set between 0.05 to 0.08 from our experiments, here we 
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Figure 2.12: The fitted ellipses (in blue) and the rejected curves (in green) 
of the image "castl" 
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choose 0.06. Figure 2.12 shows the fitted ellipses and the re-
jected curves in the image "castl". 
2.5 Discussion 
In this chapter, we have introduced an edge merging algorithm 
to locate face candidates in the first stage of the proposed face 
detector. 
The algorithm breaks the crosses and corners in the Canny 
edge map and then merges the remaining curves. The number 
of iterations in each curve merging process is small (e.g. 6 in 
the process shown in Figure 2.10) and the curve merging pro-
cesses can be done on different curves in parallel, so that our 
method can be implemented using multi-task programming and 
can achieve a high computational speed. 
The algorithm ends wi th f i t t ing the merged curves by ellipses. 
Those f i t ted ellipses that have large f i t t ing errors are discarded. 
The face candidates passed to the second stage in our detector 
is much fewer than the sub-windows produced by exhaustively 
searching in the image pyramid. As shown in Figure 2.12, the 
image "cast l" contains 5 faces and the image size is 504x350 
pixels. There are 54 face candidates generated by our method, 
which cover all the 5 faces in the image. 
In our method, the number of face candidates increases wi th 
the number of edges in the image while the number of edges 
reflects the complexity of the image content. This is more rea-
sonable than exhaustive search in image pyramid, where the 
number of sub-windows increases wi th the image size. 
Comparing to the ellipse ring template matching on edge di-
rections used in [32] and the Hough transform in the directional 
image used in [40], our method is different from them, and also 
outperforms them in the following aspects. 
• Both the ellipse template matching and the Hough trans-
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form are actually voting processes. In [32], each edge point 
votes to a template parameter set if i t is lying on the el-
lipse ring. In [40], each vector in the directional image 
votes to an accumulate array in the parameter space of the 
Hough transform. After the voting, only the one that has 
the largest score is chosen as a detected face ([32]) or face 
candidate ([40]). This is the reason why these two methods 
are l imited to detecting a single face, or multiple faces only 
i f the number of faces is known, in the image. 
• Our method detects faces wi th arbitrary rotations. If the 
methods in [32] or [40] are extended to detect rotational 
faces, the parameter space has to be extended to a higher 
number of dimensions, which wi l l increase the computa-
t ional cost significantly. 
• These two methods may not be able to detect the correct 
faces when the images have objects (especially when there 
are many) whose shapes are similar to ellipses, and these 
cases cannot be avoided in uncontrolled backgrounds. 
• The method in [32] is pixel-wise in the edge map. The 
method in [40] is based on the directional image calculated 
on every 7 x 7 pixels in the image, so it is also pixel-wise. 
Our method is edge-wise and is thus more efficient. 
• E n d of chap te r . 
Chapter 3 
The Face Verifier 
In the previous chapter, we have shown that the first stage of 
the detector utilizes the shape information of face contour and 
locates elliptical face candidates in the image. However, the face 
contour alone is not sufficient to model a face. In this chapter, 
we introduce a face verifier as the second stage of the detector. 
I t verifies a face by checking the existence and proper alignments 
of facial features, in four steps: I t 
1. Locates a face box that includes only eyebrows, eyes, nose 
and mouth, from the elliptical face candidate. 
2. Conditions the face box, then binarizes its content. 
3. Searches the binarized box for the triangle(s) formed by the 
eyes (or eyebrows) and the mouth. 
4. Matches the triangle against a binary deformable face model, 
which is adjusted according to the triangle, for detection. 
3.1 The face box 
A n elliptical face candidate should ideally contain only facial 
features of eyebrows, eyes, nose and mouth. To exclude non-
face components such as hair, ears or neck, and to l imit the 
3 5 
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Figure 3.1: Sample face candidates 
verification wi th in a box, we next find a face box from a face 
candidate ellipse. Some examples of face candidates are in Fig-
ure 3.1. (Note that generally the face orientation is close to the 
ellipse orientation except we have not resolved the up-down am-
biguity.) The next section describes the localization of a face 
box that contains just the facial features. 
3.1.1 Face box loca l i za t ion 
I t is necessary to align the face box properly wi th respect to 
the center of the ellipse (face candidate). As the eyes and the 
mouth are isotropically symmetric, we determine the box width 
and its horizontal location by projecting the isotropic symmetry 
measure [35] of a face candidate onto the horizontal axis. 
Isotropic symmetry measure 
We use the generalized symmetry operator introduced in [35] to 
measure the isotropic symmetry. The operator assigns a mag-
nitude at every pixel location, based on the contributions of 
surrounding pixel pairs. We next explain how the magnitude 
M(o ) at a pixel o is assigned, so that a symmetry map, M for 
the whole image can be obtained. 
The symmetry magnitude, M{o) is defined as 
M{o)= E C{p,q) 
{p,Q)eT{o) 
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where {p, q) denotes each pixel pair in the pixel pair set, r(o), 
and q) is the contribution of this pixel pair. 
The pixel pair set, r (o) is defined as 
r(o) = {(p, q) s.t. P � q = 0 and ||o - p\\ < 3cr} 
jL 
where 学 = o means that pixel o is the midpoint of the line 
jo in ing p and q, \\o 一 p|| is the Euclidean distance of two pixels, 
and a is the standard deviation of the 2D Gaussian function for 
calculating the gradient of intensity ( • / ) . 
As suggested in [35], a = {a^, (Jy) = ( 1 ， a n d in practice the 
Gaussian function is sampled and then cut off after 3a. There-
fore, r (o) is defined in the 7x5 neighborhood of pixel o. 
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Figure 3.2: Define the pixel pair set r (o ) 
In Figure 3.2, the black pixel in center denotes the pixel o and 
the dashed rectangle bounds its 7x5 neighborhood. The pixels 
in red, blue and green are three pixel pairs in the set r(o), and 
there should be (7 x 5 — l ) / 2 = 17 such pairs. 
The contribution, C{p, q) of a pixel pair (p, q) is defined as 
= D{p,q)P{p, q)rprq 
where D[p, q) is a distance weight function, q) is a phase 
weight function, Vp and r^ denote the logarithm of gradient at 
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pixel p and q respectively, and the logarithm of gradient is de-
fined as rk = log{l + | |V4| | ) , where k is any pixel. 
The two weight functions are defined as 
n / \ 1 -llPzlli 
V27ra 
and 
q) = ( l - cos {Op + 2apq)){l — COs{0p - Oq)) 
where cxpq is the counterclockwise angle between the line join-
ing p and q and the horizon, Op and Oq denote the direction of 
gradient at p and q respectively, and the direction of gradient is 
defined as 6k = where k is any pixel. 
In order to follow the suggested settings (i.e. a = (1,營))，we 
need the eyes and mouth to have sizes of around or less than 
3 X 7 = 21 by 3 X 5 = 15. Otherwise, a too large eye or mouth 
wi l l not show high symmetry when measured by this symmetry 
operator. As the wid th of eye or mouth is about 1/4 of the 
ellipse width, we simply compress large face candidates to fix 
their widths as 80 pixels and keep the aspect ratios unchanged, 
to ensure a proper input image size. The calculated symmetry 
map is then enlarged back to the original size by bilinear in-
terpolation. Figure 3.3 shows a face candidate and its isotropic 
symmetry map M . 
I t is noted earlier that the orientation of the face is close to 
that of the ellipse, and that the eyes and the mouth have high 
horizontal symmetry. Therefore we link the symmetry magni-
tudes horizontally, using the method in [35], to highlight the 
responses at the eyes and the mouth, giving a linked symmetry 
map M L . 
This map M L is the mult ipl ication of the left and right ac-
cumulated symmetry maps, L and R. We next explain how 
to calculate L f rom M, and R can be calculated in the same 
manner. 
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Figure 3.3: (a) An elliptical face candidates and (b) its symmetry map M 
There are three parameters involved in calculating L: a global 
threshold, T G [0,1], a local threshold, t G [0，1], and a neighbor 
weight, iL? G [0,1]. L is calculated using a dynamic programming 
procedure: 
Let m be the maximum value in M. Going from left to right, 
for each pixel, o 二（:r，y), let 
K�,y) = max{L{x — l,y - 1), L(x - 1,2/), L{x — 1,2/ + 1)) 
where L, the left accumulated symmetry map, is defined as 
r / 、 _ f i f M{o) < Tm or M{o)tm > l{o) 
M(o) + wl{o) otherwise 
where the suggested parameter set in [35] is used, i.e. T 二 0.01, 
t = 0.7, and w = 0.9. 
R is calculated in the same manner and the two accumulated 
symmetry maps (L and R) are multiplied. In this way the sym-
metry clusters, which correspond to the eyes, the eyebrows, the 
mouth, and perhaps the nostrils, are highlighted. Histogram 
equalization [14] is applied on the linked symmetry map ML to 
improve the contrast, which results in ML^q-
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Figure 3.4: (a) L (b) R (c) ML (d) MLeg 
Figure 3.4 shows the left and right accumulated symmetry 
maps, the linked symmetry map, and the linked symmetry map 
after histogram equalization, of the symmetry map in Figure 
3.3(b). 
The wid th and horizontal location of the face box can be deter-
mined by projecting MLeq onto the horizontal axis, as shown in 
Figure 3.5(b). We omit the projection values that are smaller 
than 0.1 of the maximum projection value to remove the noise, 
as shown in Figure 3.5(d). The remaining nonzero part in the 
projection is taken as the horizontal location of the box. The 
linked symmetry map after horizontal truncation is shown in 
Figure 3.5(c). 
From the experiments, we found that the box height is slightly 
larger than (i.e., about 1.0 〜1.3 of) the width. Therefore, from 
the horizontally truncated MLeq (see Figure 3.5(c)), we locate 
the box vertically as the part whose height is 1.2 of the width and 
contains the maximum area of vertical projection. If the vertical 
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Figure 3.5: (a) MLeq, (b) horizontal projection, (c) horizontally truncated 
MLeq, (d) horizontal projection omitting small values, (e) vertical projection 
of (c), (f) face candidate with the face box located. 
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Figure 3.6: Sample face candidates and their face boxes 
projection of this part contains zeros at the upper or lower side, 
the height is adjusted to truncate the zeros, as shown in Figure 
3.5(e). We discard a box if its height-to-width ratio is smaller 
than 0.5. 
Finally, we can overlay the face box onto the face candidate, 
as shown in Figure 3.5(f). 
Figure 3.6 shows the face boxes overlaid on the face candi-
dates in Figure 3.1. 
3.1.2 C o n d i t i o n i n g t he face box 
To assist w i th the analysis of its contents, we perform a condi-
t ioning process on the face box. 
Creation of the combination map M � 
The eyes, the eyebrows and the mouth, have three common fea-
tures: 
1. They are darker than the surrounding face regions. 
2. They include or are bounded by strong horizontal gradients. 
3. They are isotropically symmetric. 
Based on these three common features, we combine the fol-
lowing three measures on the facial feature box that give high 
responses accordingly: 
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1. The bright-dark exchanged intensities max {I) — / , where I 
is the intensity. 
2. The horizontal gradients 悬 W . 
3. The isotropic symmetry map M . 
We next filter the above three measures by first introducing 
UJ yj 
m = max{3, [—]) and n = max(3,[—]) 
where [•] means taking the nearest integer value, max{) means 
taking the larger value, and w is the box width. Hence both m 
and n are no smaller than 3. These two integers define the filter 
sizes. 
• The intensities (see Figure 3.7(a)) are median filtered at 
every m x n pixels, so that some bright points inside the eyes 
or an opening mouth can be filled wi th surrounding black 
pixels, and some scattered dark pixels in the face region can 
also be removed. After median filtering, we apply lighting 
correction [14] and histogram equalization to improve the 
contrast. Finally, we interchange the brightness and the 
darkness. An example is shown in Figure 3.7(d). 
• The horizontal gradients (see Figure 3.7(b)) are vertically 
averaged at every 1 x 2n pixels. Since large horizontal gra-
dients appear at the upper and lower bounds of the eyes, 
the eyebrows, and the mouth, the vertical averaging (or 
blurring) process can fill the points in these facial feature 
regions w i th high values. An example is shown in Figure 
3.7(e) 
• The isotropic symmetry map (see Figure 3.7(c)) is median 
filtered at every 2m x 2n pixels so that the nearby high 
symmetry magnitudes in each cluster are connected and 
1 








Figure 3.7: (a) Intensities (b) horizontal gradients (c) symmetry map 
(d) bright-dark interchanged intensities (e) blurred horizontal gradients (f) 
median-filtered symmetry map (g) combination map M � ( h ) binarized box 
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the scattered high magnitudes are removed. An example is 
shown in Figure 3.7(f). 
We normalize these three filtered images into the range [0,1: 
and then mul t ip ly them together. The resulting map is again 
normalized into the range [0，1]. Let this map be Mc. An exam-
ple of Mc is in Figure 3.7(g) 
In this Mc, the bridge of the nose does not have high values. 
A l though the nostrils can have high values, they do not appear 
all the t ime. Thus Mc is mainly designed to provide high re-
sponses at the regions of the eyes, the eyebrows and the mouth. 
From the experiments, we found that these regions cover from 
15% to 20% of the tota l box area. Here, we binarize Mc at 0.18 
so that 18% of its pixels are I 's, as shown in Figure 3.7(h). 
3.2 Eye-mouth triangle search 
I f the binarized box (see Figure 3.7(h)) contains a face, i t should 
contain at least one triangle formed by the eyes (or eyebrows) 
and the mouth. We search for such a triangle by the following 
steps: 
1. Label the 4-connected regions of “1” in the binarized box 
44], so that the points in each region have the same number 
and different regions are labelled by different numbers. We 
discard a region if its size (number of pixels) is smaller than 
0.1% of the box size. Also a box is discarded if i t has less 
than three regions. 
2. For the largest six (at most) regions, calculate the position 
of each region center (xi^ yi) as the average coordinates of 
the points inside the region. 
3. Calculate the w id th of each region rw i as the absolute dif-
ference of the leftmost and the rightmost ^-coordinates of 
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the region. 
4. Determine for every two regions, i and j , whether they 
belong to an eye (or eyebrow) pair. An eye pair must satisfy 
the following geometric constraints. 
• The line joining the two region centers is approximately 
horizontal, i.e., 
*Z/ 2 CO J 
• The two centers are symmetric wi th respect to the ver-
t ical midline of the box, i.e., 
Xj+Xj _ w 
2 —飞 < 0.25 
w 
and 
{^i 一 j ) ( 巧 _ j ) < 0 
where w is the box width. 
• The two regions should expand most of the box width, 
i.e., 
� i 一 � j H ^ H ^ I-
^ L � 0 . 5 w 
• The widths of two regions should not differ much, i.e., 
rWn 
0.25 < — < 4 
r'Wj 
5. Discard the box if there is no eye (or eyebrow) pair found. 
Otherwise, search for the mouth, region k, for each eye 
pair, region i and j. Denote the Euclidean distance of two 
region centers, {xp, y^) and {xq, yq)^  as dpq, and so on. Use 
the following constraints to search for the mouth given the 
eye pair 
• The mouth region k cannot be i or j. 
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• Distance constraints: 
知二夂j <0.6 
—0.3 < "〜—山 j < 1.3 
and 
-0 .3 < < 1.3 
• The mouth width cannot be larger than the expand of 
the eye pair 
rwi r w j 
rwk < Xi - Xj + — + — 
• The eye-mouth triangle should be taller than half of 
the box height 
丨 一 n ( 絲 ) | 〈 會 
where mean{) means taking the average value and h is 
the box height. 
6. Position each triangle (i, j , k) so that the line joining the 
two eyes (z, j ) is horizontal and the eyes are on the top, 
to resolve the up-down ambiguity. Select the positioned 
rectangles for matching against face models. Note that each 
eye (or eyebrow) pair can have more than one candidate 
mouth (see top image in Figure 3.8). Discard the box if 
there is no triangle found. 
Figure 3.8 labels the five triangles contained in the box in 
3.7(f), and shows the rectangles containing the positioned tr i-
angles that are selected to match wi th the face model. 
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Figure 3.8: Labelled triangles and selected rectangles 
3.3 Face model matching 
A binary deformable face model is constructed for each selected 
rectangle (as shown in Figure 3.8) according to the positions and 
sizes of the candidate "eyes" and "mouth". Figure 3.9 shows the 
template used to construct the face model. 
3.3.1 Face m o d e l cons t ruc t i on 
The sizes, ratios, and the geometric alignments of facial features 
in the template (see Figure 3.9) are defined by analyzing some 
face images and considering the template used in Maio and Mal-
toni's [40] system. Comparing to the template in [40], the eyes, 
eyebrows and mouth in our face models are wider because our 
models are to be matched wi th the combination map M。while 
their template is to be matched wi th edge-like vectors in the 
directional image. 
The face model is binary, where white points denote l，s and 
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Figure 3.9: The template used to construct the face model 
A 
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black points denote O's. In Figure 3.9，the nose region is gray 
in color. This does not mean that its value is 0.5. We do not 
check the gray region, i.e., i t is Boolean don't care. The reason is 
that the bridge of the nose does not appear in the selected rect-
angles and the nostrils appear only occasionally. The position 
of nostrils may vary according to different views of faces, hence 
we define a general region in the face model that can cover the 
nostrils in most cases. 
From each selected rectangle, a face model of the same size 
(w X h) as the rectangle is constructed. The center positions, 
widths and heights of the candidate "eyes" and "mouth" in the 
rectangle are calculated and used to construct the face model. 
Let lecR, recR and mcR be the center positions, lewR, rewR 
and mwR be the widths, leJiR, reJiR and mhj i be the heights 
of the "left eye", the "right eye" and the "mouth" respectively. 
Accordingly, the center positions {lecu, recM, ncu and tucm), 
widths {lewMt reiVM, nwu and mwu) and heights (lehu^ reJiM, 
n h u and mfiM) of the facial features in the face model are set 
as 
leCM = leCR = (X/e, Yie) 
recM = recR = ( X ^ e , ^ r e ) 
mCM = mCR = [X^n, Ym) 
_ ^mean{Xie, Xre) + 3X饥 2mean{Xie, Xre) + 3X爪、 
r^CM = [ 4 ， 5 ) 
ewM = w / 3 
ehu = mean{mean{lehR, reh^), h/b) 
mwM = mean{l.%ewM^ TUWR) 
mhu — mean�Q.8ehM,Tnh]i) 
where w and h are the w id th and height of the rectangle and 
also the face model, mean (J means taking the average value. 
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3.3.2 Conf idence of de tec t ion 
We match each selected rectangle, R, wi th each of the four face 
models. A confidence value, C, is calculated as: 
— e m E M 
where • = A N D and © = EXCLUSIVE OR, M = NOT M , and 
M is the binary face model. 
The first term in the confidence value measures the common-
ness while the second term measures the difference, so that the 
confidence value ranges from -1 to 1 theoretically. I f the max-
imum confidence value of the selected rectangles in a face box 
is larger than a predetermined threshold (e.g. 0.5), a face is 
detected. 
For the face box in Figure 3.8，the first selected rectangle has 
the maximum confidence, C = 0.802 — 0.099 = 0.703, so that 
the contained triangle is a detection. The vertices of the triangle 
are labelled on the original image as the eyes (the circles) and 
the mouth (the cross) accordingly in Figure 3.10. 
3.4 Dealing with overlapped detections 
In the first stage, the detector may locate multiple elliptical 
face candidates for the same face. Therefore, in the face verifi-
cation stage, there could be overlapped detections. An example 
is shown in Figure 3.11, where each of the three elliptical can-
didates has a detection. 
To eliminate overlapped results, we discard a detection i in 
an ellipse Ei i f there exists another detection j such that Cj > 
Ci and Ej overlaps more than half the area of Ei. Therefore, 
only the detection in Figure 3.11(a) wi l l be included in the final 
detection result of the image. 
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Figure 3.10: An example of detection 
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Figure 3.11: An example of overlapped detections 
3.5 Discussion 
In this chapter, we have introduced a face verifier to check the 
face candidates in the second stage of the proposed face detector. 
The verifier first locates a face box in the face candidate el-
lipse by projecting the linked symmetry map measured by a 
generalized symmetry operator [35]. A face candidate ellipse is 
a face or head contour and thus we know the approximate sizes 
of facial features given the ellipse size. Therefore, i t is easy to 
use the settings in [35:. 
The verifier then conditions the face box to create a com-
bination map of the box. This map is next binarized so that 
18% of its pixels are l，s. The verifier searches the binarized box 
for any eye-mouth triangle (s) that satisfies a set of geometric 
constraints. Once a triangle is found, a deformable face model 
is constructed and matched against the positioned triangle to 
check the confidence of detection. The triangle wi th the high-
est confidence value which exceeds a pre-determined threshold 
is taken as a face detection. 
The geometric constraints for eye-mouth triangle search is 
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basic and not restrictive. We did not assign any cost value 
according to the geometric alignments since the faces and views 
of faces vary greatly from case to case. We simply select all the 
possibilities and the decision is made by face model matching. 
The verifier eliminates overlapped detections by choosing only 
the one that has the highest confidence value. 
• E n d of chap te r . 
Chapter 4 
Experiments 
In this chapter, we access the performance of the proposed face 
detector through experimental results. 
4.1 The test sets 
The proposed face detector has been tested on 570 images from 
the M I T Database (see Table 1.1), 49 images from the CMU 
Rotated Test Set (a subset of the CMU Test Set in Table 1.1), 
and 16 images from my own collections. A l l faces in the test 
images are frontal or of small out-of-plane rotations. 
In the M I T Database, each image contains only one face and 
all the faces are of 16 people. 9 images of each people are in 
the size of 128 x 120 pixels. 27 (or 26) images of each people 
are in the size of 256 x 240. The il lumination conditions, scales 
and head orientations are different in the images of the same 
people, but the variation of the facial feature appearances is 
small because there are only 16 peoples in all 570 images. These 
570 images w i th 570 faces from the M I T Database is the first 
test set. 
The images from CMU and my own collections contain faces 
of arbitrary scales and in-plane rotations. Most contains more 
than one faces and the faces are of different people. These 49 + 
55 
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16 = 65 images wi th 138 faces is the second test set. 
Some sample test images and the detection results are shown 
in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. 
4.2 Experimental results 
In Figure 4.1 and 4.2, the face candidate ellipses (CE's), and 
the eye-mouth triangles (T's) are all labelled on the faces by 
the detector. However, we can see that the positions of facial 
features are not always precisely located. Considering that facial 
feature localization is not the main purpose of our detector, we 
allow small deviations when collecting the detection results. 
The miss of detection can be caused by the edge merging 
algorithm that fails in finding the CE,s for some faces, and we 
call this kind of failure as CEmiss- There are also some cases in 
which the face verifier fails to find the corresponding T's, and 
we call this Tmiss-
Table 4.1 shows the results obtained from the two test sets. 
Table 4.1: Results on the two test sets. 
Test Set No. of faces No. of C五’s No. of CEmiss,s No. of 
MIT 570 7694 18 
CMU+own 138 — 1757 — 4 5 
4.2.1 T h e R O C curves 
To il lustrate the performance of the detector in a more compa-
rable way, Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are 
drawn on the test sets by varying the threshold of confidence 
(i.e., confidence of detection described in Chapter 3.3.2). 
For the first test set (MIT) , the proposed detector can detect 
335 faces out of 570 (58.77%) wi th 7 false alarms (or a false alarm 
rate of 7/7694 = 0.09%), for a threshold of 0.54. Changing 
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Figure 4.1: sample test images from MIT and the detection results 
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Figure 4.2: sample test images from CMU and the detection results 
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ROC-MIT ( all 570 faces) 
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Figure 4.3: The ROC curve of all 570 images (with 570 faces) from the MIT 
Database 
the threshold to 0.24, i t can detect 524 faces (91.93%) while 
introducing 283 false alarms (or a false alarm rate of 283/7694 
= 3 . 6 8 % ) . Figure 4.3 shows the ROC curve of all 570 images 
f rom the M I T Database. 
Recall that all 570 images from M I T are taken on 16 per-
sons only. Among them, there are 4 persons wearing glasses. 
Under particular i l lumination conditions, the glasses are flaring 
lights which make the contents near the eyes chaotic. The (bi-
narized) combination map (i.e., M。described in Chapter 3.1.2) 
has problems when dealing w i th the “glasses-flaring，，case, and 
more T^iss's are caused as a result. Since all the images are 
taken under similar environment, the images for these 4 per-
sons wearing glasses have this problem. As these images cover 
142/570 w 25% of all 570 images, we divide the first test set into 
two cases, i.e., "w i th glasses" and "without glasses", to further 
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investigate the performance of the proposed detector. 
Changing the threshold from 0.24 to 0.54, we can draw a 
ROC curve on the 428 images (faces) without glasses, as shown 
in Figure 4.4. 
ROC-MIT ( 4 2 8 faces w/o glasses) 
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Figure 4.4: The ROC curve of 428 images (with 428 faces) from the MIT 
Database where the faces are without glasses 
Changing the threshold from 0.32 to 0.51, we can draw a 
ROC curve on the 142 images (faces) w i th glasses, as shown in 
Figure 4.5. 
From Figure 4.4 and 4.5，we can see that the performance of 
the detector on the faces without glasses is much better than 
those w i t h glasses, as expected. 
For the second test set (CMU+own) , the proposed detector 
can detect 115 faces out of 138 without false alarms, which yields 
a detection rate of 83.33%, for a threshold of 0.43. Changing 
the threshold to 0.32, i t can detect 129 faces (93.48%) while 
introducing 28 false alarms (or a false alarm rate of 28/1757 = 
1.59%). Figure 4.6 shows the ROC curve. 
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ROC-MIT (142 faces w/ glasses) 
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Figure 4.5: The ROC curve of 142 images (with 142 faces) from the MIT 
Database where the faces are wearing glasses 
4.3 Discussions 
Comparing Figure 4.3 (or 4.4) w i th Figure 4.6，we can see that 
the detector performs better in the second test set than in the 
first one. The main reason is that the il lumination conditions of 
the C M U images and my own collections are better than most 
of the M I T images. In other words, the face verifier st i l l needs 
to be improved to deal w i th poor i l lumination conditions. 
In the second test set (CMU+own), the edge merging algo-
r i t hm generates 1757 elliptical face candidates that cover 134 of 
138 faces, i.e., there are 4 CEmiss,s. There are other 5 Tmiss^s be-
cause the face verifier fails to find the corresponding eye-mouth 
triangles. This is the reason why the detector can only achieve a 
maximum of 138 — 4 — 5 = 129 detections, or a highest detection 
rate of 93.48% (see Figure 4.6). 
From Figure 4.7 to Figure 4.11, we show the test images that 
/ 
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ROC-CMU+own (138 faces) 
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Figure 4.6: The ROC curve of 65 images (with 138 faces) from CMU and 
own collections 
contain these CEmiss,s and Tmiss,s. 
From these images, we can see that some of the reasons caus-
ing CEmiss's and Tmiss's are: 
• poor i l luminat ion condition 
• very small face size and low image resolution 
• the face is occluded, or wears strange headgear or beards. 
To reduce the CEmiss \ we can decrease the double thresh-
olds of the Canny edge detector to produce more edges, or apply 
the curve merging process on more straight curves and keep very 
short curves for merging in the edge merging algorithm. But 
by doing so, we wi l l also introduce more false face candidates, 
making the face verification more difficult and the whole process 
more time-consuming. 
Some of the Tmiss,s are actually caused by the inaccurate po-
sitions and/or poor orientations of their face candidate ellipses. 
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Figure 4.7: (a) A test image that causes one CEmiss, image size: 312x387 
(b) A test image that causes one CEmiss (the largest face in image - other 
small faces are out of our scope), image size: 375x375 
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Figure 4.8: A test image that contains one CEmiss (the face without ellipse), 
image size: 410x580 
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Figure 4.9: A test image that contains one CEmiss (the face without ellipse) 
and one Tmiss (the face with an ellipse but without a triangle), image size: 
499x402, rotated 90° to fit the page 
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Figure 4.10: A test image that contains one Tmiss (the face with an ellipse 
but without a triangle), image size: 640x438, rotated 90° to fit the page 
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Figure 4.11: (a) A test image that contains one Tmiss (the face with an ellipse 
but without a triangle - the piggy is out of our scope), image size: 375x531 
(b) A test image that causes one Tmiss, image size: 180x166 (c) A test image 
that causes one Tmiss (the detector labels the nose as an eye, the left eye as 
the mouth), image size: 252x426 
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Thus the triangles of the true face either cannot pass the ge-
ometric constraints, or the detected triangle has the eyes and 
mouth wrongly labelled (see Figure 4.11(c)). 
Comparing to the learning-based face detectors, our detector 
does not require training process. We cannot claim that our 
detector achieves a better performance than the ROC curves in 
Figure 1.5, since our detector is not tested on the same test sets. 
However, our test set does cover a wide variety of image and face 
conditions. I f our detector is to be integrated into a particular 
application, all the thresholds can be trained according to the 
specific image (or frame) conditions to achieve a better perfor-
mance. 
Comparing to other feature-based face detectors (e.g. Maio 
and Maltoni 's [40])，our detector can detect multiple frontal 
faces in arbitrary sizes and in-plane rotations hence is much 
more versatile. Since both the edge merging and the face verifi-
cation process can be done in parallel, and due to simplicity at 
the algori thm level, our detector is also efficient. 




This thesis has presented a two-stage feature-based approach to 
detect in-plane rotated faces on grayscale images wi th complex 
backgrounds. In the first stage, edges from the Canny edge de-
tector are conditioned and then merged. Ellipses are next fitted 
to the merged curves. Those whose f i t t ing errors are below a 
predetermined threshold are then passed to the face verifica-
t ion stage. This stage matches a binary face model wi th each 
eye-mouth triangle found in the face candidates for detection. 
This method avoids the need for exhaustive searches in the 
image pyramid. The algorithms are simple and the computa-
t ional requirement is low. Hence the detector has a high po-
tential for real-time applications. For a test set of 65 images 
containing 138 near-frontal faces in arbitrary scales and in-plane 
rotations, this detector, depending on the threshold chosen, can 
give a detection rate of 83.33% wi th no false alarms, or a detec-
t ion rate of 93.48% wi th 28 false alarms. 
However, i t is not easy to compare a face detector wi th an-
other. The main difficulties come from the following aspects. 
• In order to fairly evaluate face detection approaches, i t is 
important to use a standard and representative test set for 
69 
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experiments. Although many face detection methods have 
been developed, only a few of them have been tested on the 
same data set. 
• The common test sets, e.g., the test sets from M I T and 
CMU, provide some basis for comparison, but since there 
are no agreements on the number of faces in the test sets, 
especially the CMU test set, i t is hard to compare the de-
tection rates obtained by different detectors. 
• The detection results are collected (manually or automati-
cally) under different considerations, making the compari-
son unfair. 
• There are no standard evaluation procedures. The num-
bers of scanning windows vary in different learning-based 
approaches because they are designed to detect faces within 
different size ranges, so that the false alarm rates are not 
comparable. 
• Since the reported results are always based on different tun-
ing parameters, the results are not comparable unless ROC 
curves on the same test sets are reported. 
The human face is a dynamic object that changes over time 
and varies in pose. I t is sti l l a hard problem to develop a robust 
face detection algorithm. This thesis provides an alternative 
way, rather than the tradit ional exhaustive search in the image 
pyramid, to l imi t the search region wi th in face candidate ellipses 
for efficient detection of multiple rotated frontal faces. 
5.2 Suggestions for future work 
The proposed detector has a flexible structure so that i t can be 
enhanced at any stage to improve the performance. For example, 
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an adaptive corner detection method may help the edge merging 
algorithm to find the face candidate ellipses for very small faces 
when the quantization noise is large. More face models could 
be constructed to cover faces in different conditions, and they 
are not necessarily binary if a better representation than the 
binarized combination map (described in Chapter 3.1.2) can be 
developed. Other feature-based approaches (that were designed 
to detect a single face) can also be incorporated into the face 
verifier. 
Using the same framework, by modifying the cost function for 
curve merging and wi th a more flexible face verifier (e.g. using 
more face models), our detector can also be upgraded to detect 
the faces in out-of-plane rotations. 
Although the proposed detector is designed for grayscale im-
ages, i t can be easily integrated wi th other approaches when 
more information, such as color and motion, is available. In that 
case, the performance, in terms of both accuracy and speed, wi l l 
certainly improve. 
• E n d of chap te r . 
List of Original Contributions 
• A curve merging process including a cost function for merg-
ing in the defined search region. 
• Application of fitting merged face contours wi th ellipses to 
a face detection approach. 
• Creation and conditioning of the face box. 
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